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DECEMBER 2019 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

..And so 2019 draws to a close. It’s an incredibly busy year for the club, no more so indicated than by 
the fact that we haven’t published a magazine since July!! The committee have been busy, 
particularly Tony, so we apologise for the enormous delay in getting your articles out, we promise to 
do better next year. This issue is therefore a bumper, bumper Christmas edition with many reports of 
the shows we did, including our own, members modelling projects and an initial report on the annual 
competition. I wrote the following a few months back, but my feelings about how well the show went 
is still true, so I’ve kept it as it was….. 

We did it! 

 We’ve completed our fourth model show! This year’s show was more than we could have hoped 
for, both from a perspective of satisfaction, profile and professionalism. 

My report on the show follows in this issue, but I wanted to specifically thank many members for 
their commitment beyond the call in the weeks leading to the show, but also on the day. 

Firstly, I offer thanks to Tony, whom without we’d of been at a loss for the production of the artwork 
and signage, in particular the projected images and information that so many visitors and other club 
members commented favourably on. In addition, last minute organising, space planning, helping to 
man the Tombola and much more. 

The kitchen staff; Ads, Luke, Mad Malcolm, Dale and Gavin - once again providing a terrific service 
for all patrons, and ably maintaining the tradition and reputation of the kitchen crew from years 
past. 

A large debt of gratitude is owed to Dave Pogson, who exceeded anyone’s expectations in obtaining 
some incredible prizes for our Tombola, which raised a whopping £962.00! In addition, Will did a 
terrific job (as well as Tony and Dave) in manning the Tombola table for the majority of the day, 
which at times had queues 10-12 deep! 

Our competition was successfully launched by Mark H, organising the voting sheets to the 20 clubs in 
attendance and arranging them suitably back in his hands-on time for the totting up of votes. Mark 
also engaged the trader’s interest in attending the show. And then there’s Sean, who sorted the 
fantastic looking glass trophies which were gratefully received by the winners of best model in show 
and best table. Keith Hawkins too helped shift the tables to and from Ampfield and sorted the 
roadside signage and banners external to the hall. 

 
And then there’s Richard, Duncan, Phil, Karl, Roger, Dave O’Meara, Rob, Chris, Greg, Les, Lee, Steve, 
Brian and Rich...who helped out with various duties during the day and ably manning the stand to 
chat with many of our 208 visitors. 

Without all these people, the show would have been much harder to set up, breakdown and man on 
the day. It truly was a team effort. Thank you all. We’re doing it all over again next year! Sunday July 
5th 2020. 

Personally, I’m cracking on with completing my third model of the year, and I’m already planning and 
researching my fourth build, yes, another Wingnut kit. It has been an enjoyable passage of discovery 
since January 4th when I began the Junkers D1. 
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Since then I’ve met many modellers from the aircraft genre, and what a contrast they are to some of 
the anal and stuffy car modelling crowd and motorsports so called ‘fan base’. I’ve never read and 
heard so many homophobic and racist comments in my life. It’s just sport. It’s all just ridiculous. 
Fortunately, the aircraft modeller’s, seem, for the most part, to be a friendly and helpful bunch. So 
much so that I’ve joined the Great War Sig, not exactly an aircraft group, but the chaps I’ve met so 
far at the Telford show, are informed, relaxed, cheerful and welcoming. 

We have now taken delivery of the new cloths and the 
show banner and have already used them at Telford, 
Middle Wallop and Bugle Call. We do hope you like the 
new look. In other notable events, we are about to 
donate £700 to Models For Heroes and a further £700 to 
Simon Says. Well done to everyone involved in helping us 
to achieve these fine donations.  

2020 looks to be even busier for the club, especially to 
packed show season which will kick off in early February 
at Bovington. Keep an eye out on the Facebook page for 
a full run down of the shows we plan to attend next year. 
There’s some additions, and some deletions… 

I hope you make it along to enjoy our Christmas evening 
on December 18th, where we will announce the class 
winners of this year’s annual competition and crown a 

new best in show champion. 

On behalf of all of us at Romsey Modellers, we wish you a joyous Christmas and a peaceful and 
happy new year. 

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern 
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned 
gurus. 

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, 
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat 
about our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s 
completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your 
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to 
turn up – see the last page for details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

A WORD FOR THE EDITOR 

Firstly, I would like to make my apologies for the late, (actually incredibly late) release of this 
publication. It was my intention to publish shortly after our show but various demands on my time, 
both personal and professional have severely limited my free time this year. It hasn’t helped that I 
have done no modelling during this period which has diminished my enthusiasm to write about our 
hobby (and reduced what I have to write about). Hopefully normal service is about to be resumed 
and next year we can look forward to regular bi-monthly issues of the Romsey Modeller.  As ever the 
success of this magazine depends on people writing content for us, we have a core number of 
regular contributors but we can also accommodate more, so please consider writing up your latest 
project. 

Tony  

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

ANNUAL COMPETITION  

 

November’s late meeting saw the holding of Romsey Modellers Annual competition. This year we 
saw a significant increase in entries (a grand total of 53) and many very fine models. Voting proved 
very tough in several categories, it will be interesting to see who come out on top. . 

The result of the various classes will be announced at our Xmas night with each class winners going 
through to John Cox Memorial Trophy (Best Model 2019). 

 

A reminder – please bring your entries to the Xmas meeting. 
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THE ENTRIES  

 

AIRCRAFT  1/72ND SCALE AND BELOW 

1 C1 Spitfire XVI Will Booth 

  

2 C1 
Curtis Hawk 
USAF 1931 

Nigel Robins 

  

3 C1 
BANFF Strike 
Mosquito 

Will Booth 

  

AIRCRAFT ABOVE 1/72ND 

4 C2 
Sopwith 
Camel BR1 

Tony Adams 
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5 C2 Henschel 123 Tony Adams 

  

6 C2 Stuka Nick Burden 

  

7 C2 Fokker E1 Paul Adams 

  

8 C2 Spitfire XIV Will Booth 

  

9 C2 
A6M2 Zero 
1941 

Simon De 
Montefalcon 
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10 C2 
Gloster 
Gladiator 

Tony Adams 

  

11 C2 Harrier Gr3 

Greg 
Chappell 
 
Gavin 
Walker 

 

MILITARY VEHICLES 1/72nd  AND BELOW  

12 C3 Studebaker 
Barry 
Sharman 

  

13 C3 Sherman V Nigel Robins 

  

14 C3 
Vickers 
Medium 

Nigel Robins  
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15 C3 Night Stalker Chris Phillips 

  

16 C3 Antar MkII 
Barry 
Sharman 

  

17 C3 
Lest We 
Forget 

Greg 
Chappell 

  

18 C3 Biber Chris Phillips 

  

19 C3 
Scammell 
Constructor 

Barry 
Sharman 
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20 C3 Hermit Tractor 
Barry 
Sharman 

  

MILITARY VEHICLES ABOVE 1/72ND  

21 C4 Type 16 MCV Chris Phillips 

  

22 C4 
SDKFZ 263 
DAK 

Russell Eden 

  

23 C4 
Sturmgeschutz 
IV 

Len Crone 

  

24 C4 Panzer II 
Wojtek 

Sokolowski 
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25 C4 
QLB and 
Bofors 

Les 
Stephenson 

  

26 C4 
M4A3 
Sherman 

Mark 
Husband 

  

27 C4 
Universal 
Carrier 

Steve 
Lidstone 

  

28 C4 Kuble Trouble Nick Burden 

  

29 C4 
Universal 
Carrier and 
6PDR 

Nigel Robins 
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FIGURES 

30 C5 Azumi Russell Eden 

  

31 C5 
Forgotten 
Prisoner 

Brian 
Sampson 

  

32 C5 
Kaya The 
Wildheart 

Russell Eden 

  

33 C5 Elf Knight Will Booth 

  

34 C5 Romans 
Dave 
O’Meara 
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35 C5 
Lord 
Commisar 

Wojtek 
Sokdowski 

  

36 C5 The Mountain 
Ray 
Broadbent 

  

CIVILIAN VEHICLES 

37 C6 
Aria Honda 
Prelude 

Russell Eden 

  

38 C6 Lotus 107B Rich Parker 

  

39 C6 
Scale Model 
Road Show 

Steve 
Lidstone 

  

SHIPS 
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40 C7 Airfix Lifeboat 
Richard 
Stewart 

  

41 C7 
HMS 
Victorious 

Chris Phillips 

  

42 C7 
Midget 
Submarine 

Len Crone 

  

43 C7 Shinkia 6500 
Gray 
Sharpling 

  

DIORAMAS 

44 C8 Iron Cross Luke Hayes 
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45 C8 Lost In France Len Crone 

  

46 C8 
Un-sticking A 
Chevy 

Alan Brook 

  

47 C8 Time for Tea Alan Brook 

  

48 C8 
Battle Of 
Quarley 

Luke Hayes 

  

49 C8 
NZ Rifle 
Brigade 

Karl 
Scammell 
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50 C8 
Mosquito 
Production  

Richard 
Stewart 

  

SCI-FI, FANTASY AND REAL SPACE 

51 C9 
BSG Viper 
MKII 

Greg 
Chappell 

  

52 C9 
Jakku 
Junkyard 

Gray 
Sharpling 

  

53 C9 
Have you tried 
switching off 
and on again?  

Russell Eden 
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ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW JULY 14TH.  

Our fourth model show moved to a new location for 2019. The hall in the centre of Romsey, 
Crosfield, was in the end a perfect and natural progression for the event. With more space, we were 
able to host a more common looking show, with a good balance of traders to clubs, affording much 
opportunity for visitors and public to spend money and to gaze at the models. All done with our own 
twist. 

In the lead up to the show, we had just the one club pull out, however upon set up on Saturday 
evening, it was evident that the withdrawal help us when it came to placing the tables according to 
Tony’s much honed plan. Our biggest trader, Squires, we’re there too for early set up, and judging by 
the sheer amount of merchandise they brought with them to sell, it was just a well. By 8:00pm, they 
were still emptying boxes and crates with their wares. 

Sunday morning brought good weather, and so the aircon was set to a sensible 18 degrees which 
kept both halls feeling pleasant all day despite the rising temperature. Most clubs arrived around 
08:00am, and after some last minute adjustments the show was ready. Squires were too! 

A queue formed at the door before the 10:00am opening, always a welcome sight, and so by 
11:30am the halls were very busy. As expected, the Tombola caused much excitement, and with the 
prospect of winning kits worth over £100, the queue for tickets were 10-12 deep at times. The £120 
Hellcat eventually went around 2:30pm, won by Romsey’s Greg Chappell. There was success too for 
Mark H in bagging a £100 Wingnuts kit. I won some UMP clay based washes...yet to try them in 
anger. 

With the show in full swing there was plenty to see around the tables, with the visiting clubs making 
a serious effort to obtain the best table award. Our own table was located at the front of the show, 
just inside the main hall doors. It proved to be a popular display, with interest shown in our eclectic 
mix of genres, demonstrating the club’s varied approach to the hobby. Ably manned by several from 
the club, we engaged the public very well and no doubt help to raise the profile of our club. The best 
table was judged by Tony and Myself. There were a few contenders, but the nod went to the 
Tangmere club for a very polished model display, resplendent on their new table cloths. Bagging 
best model, as voted for by the visiting clubs, was Scale Racing Lines Alex Payne for his excellent 
rendition of a late 1950’s Ferrari F2. 

The kitchen was popular, with bacon rolls and tea/coffee providing sustenance for the masses. The 
early free hot drink was found by many to be a very welcome gesture. We sold all of the 
cake....which explains much about the diet of many a modeller! 

A photographer from the local Romsey club was on hand for much of the day and it is his images you 
largely see in this report. Many thanks to the Romsey Camera club for arranging this. As you can see, 
the images are very good and offer a better insight into the model show scene than just taking shots 
of the models themselves. 

The day drew to a close as fast as it started, and soon the clubs and traders were packing up and 
making their way home. The show closed at 4:00pm and we managed to complete breakdown more 
or less by 5:00pm, with only Squires finishing their packing up the last. We were soon down the pub 
reflecting on the day and ourselves for a job well done. 

The show was, without a doubt, a success. The new venue proved a welcome choice for us, the clubs 
and traders. Next year’s show is booked for July 5th. 
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TELFORD 2019 
BY DAVE POGSON 

 

The annual highlight of the UK modelling circuit seems to come around quicker every year. Here are 
my reflections on a fun SMW, which- though not without some tribulation- turned out right in the 
end. 

I travelled up alone on Friday morning, with contributions from Gavin, Will and Luke secure in the 
boot. My own journey was fine. Paul was unlucky enough to get stuck after a crash on the M42- I 
don’t think it helped his mood! Sean, Mark, Gray, Duncan and Tony completed our posse and all 
were ensconced for libations at 1300h prompt in the Holiday Inn bar, having suffered no mishaps en 
route. 

Poor Paul. He was chafing himself over the goof with long sleeved club shirts. Face like a smacked 
bottom dipped in vinegar. What to do? Let it go? Let him get over it his own way....? 

It was decided in the best Romsey club tradition that a thorough piss-take would provide the best 
form of cognitive therapy, and so the group let rip. Duly christened Captain Longsleeves, amongst 
more ribald epithets, his mood lightened, if only temporarily. 

Partially inebriated, the posse joined the queue for set up about 3pm. It was already quite long. 
More piss-taking ensued, until we arrived intending to blag our way in en masse at the door, having 
only 4 official set up passes for 8 of us, as we had been joined by Les Stephenson. We didn’t manage 
to blag more passes, but discovered that by stooging around and popping to the loo, no one checked 
the bands. So we had more hands to set up than usual. Not sure that really helped though... 

Gray kept duty by his car whilst we carried in all the models, helpfully watched by a noticeably non 
mobile Les- after all his tanks were already in. We were hampered by a rather poorly positioned 
Matador Models transit right in front of our pitch. Mr Chairman’s blood pressure was rising...... but 
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soon the new cloths were on and didn’t they look great? Under the hall lights they could be grey or 
almost violet, but really lit up. 

OMFG! Now the shit has hit the fan! No one has brought the clips for our vertical cubes from the 
club house. Necessity is the mother of invention after all, and we cobbled together a pretty 
successful central vertical stand using our Perspex bits. Not ideal, but no one who visited noticed. 

Out came all the models, nicely positioned with care and diligence, from armour, to Subs, Soldiers, 
and Jets, Bikes, cars and the overrated bake and shake Wingnuts end. Very nice. Even the reversing 
Matador van couldn’t upset us now, not really... 

Now for the upright banner. Tony got this out of its case to set up, with its holding pole. BANG! 
Down goes the pole on the models. Up in the air goes Tony’s Hunter, caught at second slip by Mark, 
in a catch that many a cricketer would be proud of. Down, though, went Sean’s lovely Phantom. 
Smashed to several bits. 

“Jesus F**** Christ”! Exclaims Dear Leader, head in hands, his blood pressure now about to rip a 
hole in his carotids.  Demonstrating an intolerance of failure that would shame most Bond Villains, 
Mr President pronounced that a rather chastened Mr Secretary was a clumsy illegitimate of dubious 
parentage. I knew they were brothers really, you can tell by the surname. Oh No! Now Paul’s 
realised he’s left his camera at home... 

 Time to escape the turmoil, so I went off for a look- see at the WNW stand amongst others, whilst 
trying to look official. The new WNW Lanc is astonishing and they had brought a ton of kits over, old 
and new, at some ridiculously low prices.  I think they are trying to clear space in the warehouse for 
the Lancaster. The rest of the WNW acolytes were summoned from the disaster zone to have a look. 
Poor Duncan was fretting himself silly that they would all have gone before he got to the table next 
morning. Models were dropped off at the Great War Sig stand by Paul and I and I placed my Fermoy 
Diorama up in the Competition area and crossed my fingers. 

Back to the bar for refreshing ale and then a stroll up to the Pizza express, latterly joined by Lee. Nice 
dinner and jolly fun, helped by Tony having a discount voucher. Model funds saved for Saturday. An 
early night.  

I opened my curtains in the International at 730 to be greeted by a massive queue of impatient 
modellers waiting in the car park looking straight in my window. Today was clearly going to be busy. 

No disaster had befallen the stand overnight as we assembled variously stuffed with breakfast, 
though poor Sean and Tony had missed out at their hotel There were some mutterings from Sean 
about Tony being his “bitch now” but the Phantom debacle had been put to bed and moods were 
smoothed. 

  

The 1/32 Lancaster will be stunning 
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The halls certainly filled up quick. Brexit had not put anyone off and many foreign clubs and traders 
were present. The WNW massive were queuing at their stand before the doors open, shouting “shut 
up and take my money!” at Richard Alexander. Tony, Paul, Sean and Duncan had bought kits by 9am.  
I contented myself with bits and pieces from Aviattic and CSM, who had some divinely painted 
figures on display as well as the quirky new Romfell armoured car, which looked stunning. I met up 
with my forum mate Bud Pearson, who travels over from Sacramento every year with his long 
suffering wife.  I had a great gas with him and Edgar at CSM. 

We all rotated through, spending 
time behind our table and the 
attendance and comments were 
really gratifying. A young particle 
physicist came by and correctly 
identified Tony and Pauls’s model 
mass spectrometer which made their 
morning. Gray’s Sea King got 
admired by former USN crew who 
flew one and there were so many 
visitors asking questions and passing 
compliments I lost count. Sun was 
now over the yardarm, so we popped 
open a nice bottle of red and some 
beers and passed beers over to 
WNW and CSM by way of thanks for 
last year’s raffle prizes. Red wine 

really improves Telford. My feet weren’t even aching yet. My resistance was weakened by alcohol, 
so I picked up a WNW duellist set at a really good price. Everyone sat down for a good look through 
their many purchases. Time flew by and before we knew it, 3pm had arrived and the contest area 
was open for a look.  

The contest this year was impressive as always. The Aircraft Diorama class had about 9 entries and I 
was delighted to get a commended and the IPMS Ireland trophy- No it was NOT the only candidate. I 
was really very flattered. The winner in my class was two 1/72 Lightings in a revetment. There were 
so many competition entries it was easy to miss some pearls. National Champ was a large FW 
Condor airliner. I spoke with a nice Polish modeller from Silesia who got three golds and a silver, 
including a tiny 1/72 Czech Invalid Car diorama. There was also a tiny 1/144 Fokker Triplane which 
won gold. 

There was also a stunning skeletal 1/32 Boeing F4B4 in 1/32 which sadly got disqualified as the 
judges decided it was a diorama. There’s been a lot of debate over this one on the modelweb, but it 
was a diorama actually, according to the rules. Pity though. 

6 O’clock came all of a sudden and boy, we had a thirst. Quick change first though and purchases put 
in the car. Dinner was a carvery at the Holiday inn- Delicious. We didn’t have to walk anywhere 
either which was a blessed relief. Back to the bar for hilarious japes and jests over a bottle of wine. 
Gray toddled off to bed early pockets stuffed with chocolate coins from the bar- I don’t think they 
were meant to be gratis...? 

And so came Sunday. Quieter and later of course, with a bit of a sore head. A nice relaxing day 
having a really good go over the club stands. One of these had a superb 1/32 Kingfisher on a ship’s 
turret. Huge! And not an easy kit either. Gray dutifully performed the club’s door duty for an hour... 
The day trippers from Romsey joined us as soon as the doors opened and were soon gadding about 
the traders. Many pics were taken 

 

Wine O’Clock 
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An immaculate 11am memorial silence was observed meticulously by the crowds standing still in 
remembrance. Very moving again. As soon as this finished, I headed up for the trophy awards. The 
Irish trophy was one of the last- a 7 inch breakfast plate I shall cherish. I did get to see some of the 
great and good getting their just rewards, finally putting some faces to names.  The two chaps from 
IPMS Ireland were very gracious in their praise. One of them got gold for the tiny Fokker Dr1. 

4PM came around far too quickly, although I had spent up entirely, even after selling Sean a spare 
WNW Dolphin. Pack up was far less stressful for most and was achieved double quick. We were all 
on our way home by 5pm.  

A great fun weekend, once again. Thanks to all. Mr President get a beta blocker for next year! 

PHOTOS 
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AVON MODEL SHOW – AUGUST 4TH  

For this year’s Avon show, just Duncan, Keith and I attended – but with 20 or more models on the 
table, we put on a very polished display. The show is very well organised, but to make sure things 
went smooth on set up, I arrived at 07:40am, which afforded a decent parking spot and plenty of 
time to haul the display gear in. By 09:00am we were done.    

The show is a popular one, loads of clubs and traders on hand, backed up with a good competition 
and a nice café for snacks and drinks.  As is customary, we did a quick scan about the traders for 
bargains, but through hesitation missed out! There’s was lots of interest in the table and our 2020 
show, as a good few flyers were shifted too. Our tables was situated behind the Great War Sig 
display which offered a good chance to chat to Dave Hooper and Steve Cox, both gentlemen 
responsible for running the Sig. Learnt lots that day. It was fantastic to meet up again with Les 
Cooper, Pat Camp and an ex club member and treasurer not seen for many years, Vic Short. The 
original show crew back together again! 

A great day, at a superb event.   

  

 

 

Some images from the event; Our table adorned 
with a solid car and bike display, along with 
some WW1 and WW2 aircraft including a large 
Tyhoon. Around the event, there were some 
superb models to admire. In competition, Igor’s 
Russell managed a 3rd with his new Mech 
diorama. The Schnellboot  S-38 was made to a 
very high standard.   
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FARNBOROUGH MODELFEST – 14TH SEPTEMBER  

For 2019, I decided to just pay a visit to this event, and allow some of the slack to be taken up by 
other members who perhaps hadn’t been displaying for the club for a while. That task was fulfilled 
by Richard, Sean, and Duncan, with a little help from Keith. The display was stripped down, just 
cloths and models, akin to the early days of the club. 

I travelled up with Mark, and spent around 3 hours perusing the trade stands, gawping at some very 
nice models and chatting to some of our show traders ahead of next year’s show. 

  

 

 

The Farnborough show; A stripped back basic 
display worked well for the venue, simple and 
to the point. It failed inspection though! Around 
the tables, there were some lovely models, in 
particular, these three. A stand out diorama 
that could have easily been from Luke,  and two 
beautifully painted aircraft.    
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BOVINGTON SOUTH WEST MODEL SHOW –  28TH/29TH SEPTEMBER 

For the Autumn show this year the organisers stuck to their plans for another two day show. Judging 
by the attendance on Saturday, this was still a mistake. I’ve never got served in the café without 
queuing for food. Ever.  

Our Saturday set up consisted of Duncan, Keith, Les, Mark H and myself. Our 25 models provided 
aircraft, cars, armour and a few figures. On Sunday, the high jinxing armour boys were out in force, 
with Luke, Karl, Gavin, Phil, Chris and Malcolm. Both displays did the club proud – with much interest 
in our work throughout both days. A stroll around the show saw fewer traders (No Antics) and 
certainly less clubs (no Farnborough for one) and with fewer visitors it felt very quiet. What footfall 
there was did stop by our table, located outside the Churchill suite.   

An enjoyable day for both displays crews, but there seriously needs to be a rethink on the two day 
format.  
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AIRFIX COMPETITION - SEPTEMBER 18TH 

This year’s Airfix competition, the first of its kind since 2015, was a tightly fought affair. Just 4 voting 
points separated 1st and 4th places!! Indeed, the fact that the first and second could only be split by 
additional first places votes demonstrated that it was difficult to decide on a winner. Tony’s 1/48th 
Sea Fury won by the thickness of a propeller blade from Luke’s SOS diorama. Just two points back 
was Will’s MKXIV Spitfire. A deserved 4th went to Richard’s Lifeboat.    

 

Entry No 

 

Entrant Model Title 1st’s  

(3 pts) 

2nd’s 

(2 pts) 

3rd’s 

(1 pts 

Total points Placing  

1 Chris Phillips Quad  I   3 13th 

2 Gavin Walker It’s a Plane   I 1 14th 

3 Keith Hawkins Typhoon  III  9 7th 

4 Brian Sampson Dauntless II  I 7 8th 

5 Richard Stewart Lifeboat I IIIIII IIII 19 Commended 

6 Les Stephenson M3 Stuart I I I II 7  

7 Paul Guppy F-15    -  
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8 Chris Phillips Jakel in hide I  II 5 10th 

9 Greg Chappell Lest We Forgot II  IIII 10 5th 

10 Chris Phillips Overwatch in Italy III   9 6th 

11 Steve Lidstone Steampunk Herald  II  4 11th 

12 Will Booth Spitfire MKXIVe IIIII II II 21 3rd 

13 Tony Adams Sea Fury IIIII III I 23 1st 

14 Karl Scammell RAF recovery  I II 4 12th 

15 Dave O’Meara A bridge too far      

16 Luke Hayes SOS III IIII IIIIII 23 2nd 

17 ? Lockheed Superelectra  III  6 9th 
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JUNKERS D1.  
BY PAUL ADAMS 

Onto painting: The fuselage was cleaned and airbrushed with two coats of Mr Hobby black surface 
primer. 

The underside of 8185 was allegedly painted in an off white, or possible a light blue. No one can be 
sure from the available photos, but I opted for the off white. I mixed mine in line with the 
instructions. Over a mottled basecoat I sprayed thin coats, slowly covering the mottle until I had a 
satisfactory look. The painted surface would later receive a lot of weathering. I masked off the white 
sections with Blutak to provide a soft, almost scruffy demarcation line as seen in period photos. 

The upper surfaces were done with the black basing technique too, mottling with XF2 Tamiya white 
(highlight tone) and Tamiya XF71 green (mid tone) before airbrushing a mix of green recommended 
in the instructions except for about 15% grey being added. Content with the result, and after mixing 
a few iterations of the light mauve (I settled on the kit mix plus some grey), I sprayed the camouflage 
on. I used silly putty to obtain the sharp lines seen on these aircraft, which by most accounts, were 
painted with sponges or rags, most certainly not an air gun. 

   

   
Six views of the main livery painting….a black basing technique was employed for the upper and 
lower halves. Over this was airbrushed a mottle of thin white, and green (upper surfaces only)and 
then the base colour, in this case Mr Hobby off white (69) and Tamiya cockpit green XF71. 

I couldn’t have been more pleased with the results. I did a little more masking off to correct some 
swatches of mauve that were disproportionate to the information I had in my Windsock D1 book. 

Once content with my painting, I cleared the entire model with an ageing bottle of Johnson’s Klear, 
now worth serious money per millilitre! About three coats did the trick. This was left to harden off 
for a few days before tackling the decals. 

I’d heard how troublesome WNW decals can be, stories of them disintegrating before they even 
reach the model surface was somewhat unnerving. These however proved a real headache to bed 
down onto the corrugated surface. I started with the large ‘balkenkreuz’ on the underside wings, 
which after multiple applications of softener and heat laid down enough to enable me to it cut decal 
as needed. This followed for the other main decals. I tidied the cuts with thinned black and white  

enamel paint, and after clearing they did look okay. I think the decals are a touch too thick for their 
intended use and coupled with the severity of the surface undulations, made for a stressful time of 
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it. The odd thing was some of the smaller decals reacted well to just one coat of Daco Strong 
solution. 

  
The masking off was done using Silly Putty, manipulated and formed into irregular, but sharp 
edged swatches. The mauve was a mix of Tamiya XF16 Purple, XF52 Earth and XF2 white with a 
little grey added.  

I followed the decalling with the first weathering treatments. Starting on the underside I applied AK 
streaking grime, diluted and thinned on the surface with AK odourless thinners. The application was 
purposely sporadic and uneven, and localised to add as much realism as I was able to achieve. I 
concentrated on the fuselage section under the engine and undercarriage. Additional weathering 
was done with AK engine grime. The top surface was treated in a similar fashion, just exercising 
restraint. It’s easy to get carried away. 

Once happy I flat coated the entire model with Alclad Matt coat. I have heard both good and bad 
things about this product, in my case the clear remained tacky for several weeks after application, 
despite following the instructions to the letter. More weathering was added; mud splatters on the 
underside and at the rear with an AK dusty earth wash sprayed via the airbrush through a paint 
brush. I finished off the weathering with some tiny mild scratches along the wing roots, some 
moderate soot stains from the exhaust and wing roots using Mig pigments. 

The undercarriage was simple to build up and paint and had the same weathering as the fuselage. 
For the wheels I used my new Dispai circle cutter which worked a treat to mask off the wheels 
centres. Weathering was built up with washes of light and dark dust, grime and general filth, with 
more mud splatters and an overspray of dust to bring the weathering together. 

  
The decaling process is well underway here – the large decals proved difficult to bed down over the 
corrugated surface of the wings – copious amounts of solvent, a sharp blade, a hairdryer and 
patience got them to conform. Multiple touch ups were needed…. 
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The last bit a real painting on the fuselage was to add a leather surround the cockpit. I sought out my 
old bottle of Vallejo Model Color dark earth which is a very good brushable acrylic paint. To that I 
added a darker wash and highlighted with some desert yellow by drybrushing. 
The engine was finally glued in place and the radiator fitted, though not without a little grief getting 
it lined up precisely. I added some tiny scratches around the fastener points (and to the panels) and 
little more weathering with washes and pigments. 

I had decided to have a real go at painting the exhaust. They are a feature on most WW1 aircraft and 
can add a decent dose of realism to the engine area. After spraying with Mr Hobby black, I sprayed a 
further coat of Mr Hobby Iron. Washes of light and dark rust followed and it was then finished off 
with tiny spots of light and dark rust pigment. Pleased with the results I glued it into place and test 
fitted the gun trays. One fouled on the exhaust, so this had some material removed from the 
underneath until it seated correctly. 

   

Final stages of the build; The engine goes in, underside weathering,  a pair of upgraded Spandua’s 
and a weathered exhaust all add to the detail. The rigging was confined to just two lines on the 
undercarriage. 

The kit Spandau machine guns were upgraded using etch and turned parts from Master Models and 
airbrushed Humbrol gun metal which was gently polished to add natural highlights. Once in place 
they look more than worth the £9.50 they cost. 

With the undercarriage glued on, and the little there was of rigging to deal with, the model was 
finished off with work on the propeller. References helped to decide that a muted laminated look 
would work on this aircraft, so a basecoat of MRP light wood, followed by laminates of MRP dark 
wood yielded the basic look. The magic happens with coats of clear orange to unify the wood tones 
and add a warm wood effect. 

With the prop in place the model had one final check over, and it was declared complete. 

This kit was a pleasure to build, no real fit issues aside from the wing root gaps and some slightly 
troublesome decals, otherwise, it was excellent. Fun to paint and weather, the result was more than 
worth the effort. The Wingnut Wings Junkers D1 is more than worthy of its ‘your first Wingnut kit’ 
title. 
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MAN CAVE 1:1 SCALE 
BY TONY ADAMS 

Ever since I managed to persuade my kids to leave home, I have had the luxury of having a spare 
room in which I could practice my modelling. Although it was far from perfect, having to work 
around a bed and storage boxes, I could leave my work out and pick it up whenever I needed. 
However, this year my stepson returned home, and my wife’s cousin came to stay for an extended 
period – so I lost my modelling room and the hobby for me stopped.  

Faced with this unacceptable situation I decided to finally put in place a plan I had for some years 
and build a purpose-built modelling sanctuary in my garden. 

I requisitioned half of my wife’s 
vegetable garden (bonus- that’s half the 
amount of digging I have to do next 
year) and set about deciding what 
structure I wanted to erect. It was clear 
that a log cabin was the way forward , 
having visited a number of garden 
centres and looked on line I decided 
upon a 4m x 3m cabin (Avon)  by 
Dunster House 
https://dunsterhouse.co.uk/  I was 
presented with a load of options and 
eventually went for 45mm thick walls, 
extra windows and shingled roof. I 
toiled with a getting a fully insulated 
cabin but this was twice the price and I 
thought I could insulate it myself much 
cheaper, overall the package cost £2735 

  

 

While I was waiting for the cabin to arrive, I set 
about laying a concrete base. Steve lent me his 
cement mixer and I spent 3 days, levelling the 

ground, laying hard core before 100mm of 
concrete over a 4.5m x 3.5m area  

 
– it almost killed me! 

 

Box Artwork 

https://dunsterhouse.co.uk/
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Three weeks after ordering, the cabin arrived on the 
back of a low loader, I was impressed and daunted  by 
the size of the pile of wood now situated in my car 
port. 

Fortunately, the cabin came with comprehensive 
instructions and after a few day consulting my 
references I was ready to start. 

First step was the cockpit  laying out the taninised floor 
stringers that the cabin would sit out. Then it was into 
assembling the walls which was surprisingly easy. Each 
log had a tongue and grove that securely fits it to each 
other, and interlocks the side walls with the front and 
back walls. 

As the wall grew the windows slot in , by the end of the 
afternoon I had reached roof height . 

 

Base laid out and first two courses 
of logs in place 

 

Rapid progress as the walls are 
assembled – this was easy peasy 

 

By the end of the afternoon the end 
was in sight.. 

 

 

I wasn’t going to sneak this kit into the 
house without the wife noticing! 
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Bollocks , having come back to the build the following morning I immediately noticed that the cabin 
had a significant lean away from the house , of about 10 degrees. Further investigation revelled that 
the whole assembly was being thrown off by a twisted log , on the second layer! There was nothing 
for it but to disassemble pretty much the whole bloody thing. 

 

And back down again – obviously I needed more practice. 

Once I had replaced the twisted log (you get a spare) I proceeded to build again, this time the walls 
went up vertical,  in all this cost me about 4 hours and a lot of heavy lifting. 

 

Once the walls 
were up , the roof 
beams were put in 

place , this was 
the only part I 

needed help for 
due to their 

length. 

 

The roof boards 
were nailed in 

place and I felt I 
was almost done ( 

I was wrong) 
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The roof shingles took about 3 hours to nail in place , I 
enjoyed this task and was pleased with the result. It’s 
a pity you can’t see this from the ground (but I know 

that it’s there”) 
 

With the doors on, I now had a solid and dry structure, 
which took the pressure off a bit. 

 
 

 

The cabin was now as supplied OOB by Dunster House , it was now time to add some aftermarket 
details. 

First up was floor insulation, I used 40mm solid foam Eco term sheets between the floor stringers, 
sat on blocks to allow 
air to flow 
underneath. Before 
laying them, I nailed 
wire mesh between 
the gap in the 
stringers to stop mice 
making their home in 
my cave. O covered 
the insulation with a 
damp-proof sheet 
before nailing down 
tongue and grove 

floorboards. 

 

Next wooden battens 
were nailed between 
the roof rafters and 
which supported 
more 40mm sheets 
of EcoTerm ( I 
actually later added 
another 25 layer of 
insulation to make 
doubly sure. 
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40mm stud work 
was added to the 
walls to support 
the interior false 

wall behind which I 
was to put the wall 
insulation. At this 
point I laid out the 
electric cabling for 

the wall sockets 
and lighting. 

 

I ran an armoured 
cable from my 

garage to the shed 
( only about 2m) 

into a small 
consumer unit 

containing RCDs 
and 3 MCB 

protected circuits. 

 

I used 40mm fibre 
insulation for the 

walls, held in place 
by 6mm cladding 

 

 

Cladding 
completed , there 
must be over 1000 

nails in here. 
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10mm thick 
plywood ceiling 
panels hide the 

roof insulation and 
hold the LED 
downlights. 

Various bits of trim 
were added to hide 

any gaps. 

PAINTING 

My original plan was to paint the shed XF-62 or some other shade of green / grey , however my wife 
had other ideas and decided on a two tone pastel colour scheme ( something like XF-59 and XF-23) 
from the Copronol colour range. In the end I was quite pleased with the result particularly as my 
wife did most of the painting. Once the outside was done, the inside received 3 coats of wood 
varnish. 

 

 

FITTING OUT 

I wanted a decent work bench, so I purchased 2 lengths of solid oak 40mm thick worktop ( which 
was not cheap!). 

I build a frame from stud work and combined a kitchen unit for storage.  

I made shelves from 400mm x25 pine sheet, making brackets from 30x15mm stock.  I installed white 
LED lighting stips under the shelving to ensure the bench area was well lit. 

I used a power line interface to get an internet connection into the cave which allowed me to fit a 
smart dimmer switch for the lights and a smart power socket. I can now turn an electric heater on 
along with the lights from inside the house , so it’s nice a cosy by the time I want to use it. The 
insulation is certainly working , I only have to run the heater for 5 minutes or so before the cabin is a 
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comfortable temperature . I cut a 4” hole in the wall to accommodate the exhaust from my spray 
booth (and ensure that any paint fumes are directed over the fence into my neighbours ) 

 

The work bench ready for action 

 

The cave doesn’t seem so roomy which all my modelling crap installed 

 

I have a dedicated area for taking photos and airbrushing 
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I am now in the process of getting the space organised and seeing how it works with a real modelling 
project. So far I am really pleased with the space, there are a few improvements to make but I’m not 
in any rush. I have started my first model, a WNW Roland C.II which is progressing nicely. All in all 
the project  took about 3 months to complete and has cost just under £5000, which is over budget 
but I think will be money well spent in the coming years. 
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A BOOK REVIEW  
BY MARK HUSBAND 

HUNTING THE BISMARCK BY ANGUS KONSTAM 
OSPREY PUBLISHING 2019 

Most people in the club might know me as someone who 
only builds models and attends many of our model shows, 
others who know me better will know that as well as 
building models I have been a keen collector and reader of 
naval history books some of which are quite rare, (covering 
naval history circa 1900-1960). I’ve been collecting now for 
almost 40 years and during this time I have quietly put 
together a fairly large library in our house of maritime 
reference books, these are hardback books in the main that 
cover specific single ships histories or accounts of a 
particular naval action or battle (as opposed to more 
general titles that can be easily found like “warships of the 
world” etc etc). I have specialist areas of interest and in 
particular carrier operations of the United States Navy 
1941-45 and the Imperial Japanese Navy of the same 
period. 

Over the years my collection has grown and the same 
subject matter on occasion has been repeated and retold 
by different authors, one example of this I will mention in 
this short article is something well known to many, that 

being the destruction of the German battleship Bismarck. 

I recently finished reading a newly published (2019) book on this famous action that took place in 
the Denmark strait in May 1941, the book is by Angus Konstam entitled ‘Hunt the Bismarck’. 

It was at this point after a quick count it occurred to me that over the many years I have been 
collecting I have now read eleven different versions of this action by eleven different authors ! 
Well over 70 years has now passed since the Bismarcks destruction and yet surprisingly new books 
still appear, this lead me to ask myself which of all the 
books I have read might (just in my opinion) be the best on 
the subject, which as well as describing the loss of Bismarck 
also certainly refers to the Royal Navy’s tragic loss of its 
most prestigious and well known warship of the inter war 
year period - the Battlecruiser HMS Hood. 

The loss of the Bismarck and the whole episode that 
surrounds it is a remarkable tale, its one where a 
combination of pure chance and sheer bad luck cross paths 
in an incredible story. There was of course tragic losses on 
both sides and inevitably all the books come to the same 
ending but the route the various authors take to get there 
is, on occasion is quite different. I felt that Konstams work 
is written in a style that will likely appeal to both a new 
generation of reader as well as the more established. At 
336 pages this latest book is published by Osprey 
publishing, it is well illustrated and with a good many 
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detailed maps and plenty of interesting photographs, albeit understandably ones that are quite well 
know by now. 

If I had to make a recommendation of what I think is the best book on this subject from the eleven I 
have read then it would be a different version of events, the work entitled ‘Pursuit’ by Ludovik 
Kennedy, first published by Collins in March 1974. I consider myself very fortunate to have a first 
edition hardback copy of Pursuit and highly recommend it as the definitive book on this subject and 
would you believe it - it was the very first one of the eleven I read ! 

 

THE MATCHBOX FAIREY SEAFOX 
BY NIGEL ROBINS  

  The Fairey Seafox is 
one of those aircraft 
that, if history had 
been different, would 
have been consigned 
to the ranks of aircraft 
that remained largely 
anonymous. It was by 
no means an 
advanced or high-
performance 
seaplane, being 
underpowered due to 
an inadequate Napier 
Rapier engine, with a 
maximum speed of 

124 MPH, a cruising speed of 106 MPH and an armament of a Vickers K gun and 2 x 100lb 
anti-submarine bombs. It was difficult get airborne when taking off from calm water and 
apparently somewhat sluggish when fully laden with crew and bombs. It was carried on 
some British light cruisers and auxiliary cruisers where its purpose was primarily; gunnery 
spotting, reconnaissance, whilst, presumably, it had a limited offensive capability against 
surface craft and surfaced submarines. In the interwar period much faith was placed in the 
spotting capabilities of such seaplanes for the main big gun armament of battleships and 
cruisers, with the corrections for the fall of shot being communicated back to the parent 
vessel via the aircraft s radio. All major sea powers, therefore, embarked seaplanes on their 
larger warships together with the necessary hangers, cranes and catapults required to 
service them. As it turned out the advances in radar-controlled gunnery rendered the need 
for such spotting aircraft obsolete and they were removed from the capital ships and 
cruisers as WW2 progressed, much to the relief of the ship`s crew, no doubt, as such aircraft 
and their fuel were a severe fire hazard when the ship was in action.  

Dawn 13/12/1939. Commodore Harwood s South American squadron comprising; the heavy 
cruiser HMS “Exeter” and the light cruisers HMS “Ajax” and HMS “Achilles” (Later HMNZS 
“Achilles”) engaged the German armoured cruiser or “Pocket Battleship” “Admiral Graf 
Spee” in what became known as the “Battle of the River Plate” (Incidentally throughout the 
action the British believed the German ship to be the “Admiral Sheer”) “Exeter” attempted 
to launch its Walrus amphibian but this was damaged by return fire from the “Graf Spee” 
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and had to be jettisoned overboard so, with action joined and with her after turrets firing 
intermittently at this stage (06:37) “Ajax” launched one of its Seafoxes instead. The aircraft 
spotted for “Ajax” and “Achilles” throughout the rest of the engagement and this, later, 
resulted in the pilot Lt Lewin being awarded the DSC and the observer Lt Kearney being 
Mentioned in Dispatches. 

This much is undisputed but which Seafox was launched from “Ajax” and what did it look 
like on the day? For many years nobody was certain but in the 1970s pictures came to light 
identifying the Sea foxes “Ajax” carried…  

In 1939 two Fairey Seafox seaplanes were carried on board HMS “Ajax” serials: K8581 and 
K8582, these having been built at Hamble: the 12th and 13th of the initial production batch 
and would have been allocated to the ship in 1938 replacing the Hawker Ospreys then 
embarked. From here on things disappear, somewhat, into the mists of time. It would seem 
highly likely that “Ajax” s aircraft retained the factory applied sliver finish and the 
photographs of them in 1938 (Presumably) suggest a dark coloured propeller spinner and fin 
with the ship’s crest in the centre of the fin. They would seem to have their serial numbers 
painted on the fuselage, not on the rudder and did not have the flight codes on the fuselage 
as Matchbox suggest in their colour scheme for HMS “Arethusa” s Seafox.  All of this I have 
discerned from the photos (Supposedly) of “Ajax” s aircraft on the internet and an article 
written in Scale Aircraft Modelling (November 1983) by Ian Huntley (Though the captions on 
two of the illustrations are transposed in this article) The red float markings appear as 
Matchbox suggest in the scheme for HMS “Arethusa” as these seem to be standard.  

The suggestion is that K8582 was the aircraft launched during the battle, the implication 
being the other aircraft was damaged. My view is that as “Ajax” did not have a hanger, one 
aircraft, possibly K8581 would have been stored, partially dissembled, elsewhere in the ship 
with the other aircraft K8582 ready on the catapult. As to the appearance of the Seafox; I 
believe that on 13th December 1939 it would still be in overall silver with no attempt being 
made to camouflage it. My logic is that in December 1939 (very early in the war) HMS “Ajax” 
was far from her home port and the ship may not have been supplied, yet, with the 
appropriate camouflage paint. Alternatively, another theory I have is that because the ship 
was operating a long way from any known enemy bases this was not deemed to be a 
necessary measure. I do, however, believe the ships crest would have been removed from 
the fin or over-painted as a wartime measure in case the aircraft crashed or was shot down. 
In these circumstances an enemy would therefore be unable to determine which ship the 
aircraft came from though, of course, they would know that a British cruiser was in the area. 
Looking at the 1938 photos, the fin has a light patch on it, where, I suspect, the crest was. 
“Ajax” s crest was pentagram shaped at this time, so, if the crest was painted out any 
overpainting would be pentagram shaped as well, in my opinion. Therefore, I have finished 
my model as follows: overall silver, red float tips with a dark blue propeller spinner and fin 
(The same colour as the blue on the roundels) and a silver pentagram shaped overpainted 
area in the centre of the fin, this assumes that the crest was painted out with silver paint or 
dope. I have not put serial numbers on the fuselage yet, but these will be for K8582. I do not 
claim in the slightest that any of this is correct, in fact my views differ considerably from at 
least one decal set on the market, but this is my interpretation. Others believe the Sea fox 
had some camouflage grey paint on the engine cowling and floats, but this may be shadows 
from the ship’s superstructure showing on a photograph. I believe that the purpose of 
camouflage is to break up the aircraft s outline when viewed from the side or above and the 
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amount of “camouflage” applied would have to be a lot more than this photo suggests to be 
in the least bit effective, so, I think, that this may be a “Red herring”.   

The Matchbox kit was initially released in 1982 and is moulded in two sprues; in a dark 
green and silver plastic, with a separate sprue of transparencies and decals for an aircraft 
operated by either HMS “Asturias” in 1942 or HMS “Arethusa” in 1939. The kit is simple, a 
couple of evenings work should complete it. It has minimal cockpit detail and is typical of 
this manufacturer and period, though it does not have the infamous “Matchbox trench like 
panel lines”. I rigged my model with nylon “Easy line” though be careful and check the 
rigging diagram (the box illustration shows this clearly) as the wings fold back on a Seafox 
and the inner wing bays rigging differs from the outer ones. All the kit parts assemble easily, 
without any need for any filler and the model, once completed, is larger than I was 
expecting. The kit was re-released by Revell around ten years ago but other than different 
decals is the same as the Matchbox version.  

Would I make this kit again – yes and I would recommend it to anyone due to its simplicity 
and buildability. It is a good model made straight from the box and could be detailed further 
by those who wish to. Like all Matchbox biplanes it is worth building and looks good despite 
the tooling being 37 years old. My only gripe is that it does not come with any decals for 
HMS “Ajax” s Seafox which is the one, of course, everyone wishes to have a model of. That 
said, when the kit was released initially, information was even more limited on this aircraft 
than it is currently and I doubt anyone will ever really be 100% sure that any scheme for 
“Ajax” s aircraft is correct, even now. 
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1/350 SCALE HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH (1944)  
BY RICHARD STEWART  

Well it’s been a little while, but it’s time for me to start a monthly log on a build project. I’ve been asked 
to do a commission build of the ship above. It’s to be a full hull mounted on a base with a ‘clean 
configuration’ so no weathering! Depicted as she was after her 1943 refit in the US. 

The kit I have chosen is the Trumpeter one and as the IPMS Telford show was also on recently, I just 
had to add some extra detailed parts to the build. 

  

Kit with ‘extra’ detailing ‘goodies!’ Yep spent far 
too much at Telford!  

The first thing I will build are the X2 Walrus 
aircraft. Which are quite well detailed (although 
there’s always room for improvement!) 

The main extra was a detailing set by MK1 Design, which includes a wooden deck (something I’ve not 
attempted before) 

  

Pt Number MD35026  How they produce wood so thin and intricate is 
beyond me. 

  

Nice set of brass barrels are also included Plus X3 sheets of etch to keep me busy over Xmas. 
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With it fitted everywhere…nice!  Including the two aircraft which even get 
mounting trollies. (Needs rigging though!) 

Well short but sweet, first article on this build but not the last and hopefully should be completed by 
the spring of next year. 
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CLUB DIARY 2020 

2020 

Month Club Meeting Date  Show Date 

January 

Early No Meeting 

  
Late 15th 

February 
Early 5th 

 

Southwest Model Show 
(Bovington) 

15th / 16th 

Late 19th Shuttleworth Model Show 16th 

March 
Early 4th 

  
Late 18th 

April 
Early 1st 

 IPMS Poole Vikings 18th 
Late 15th 

May 

Early 6th 

 

IPMS Tangmere 3rd 

Late 20th 

IPMS Milton Keynes 
ModelKraft 

10th 

IPMS Salisbury 30th 

June 
Early 3rd 

  
Late 17th 

July 

Early 1st 

 
The Romsey Scale 
Model Show 

5th 
Late 15th 

August 
Early 5th 

 
IPMS Avon TBC 

Late 19th Boscombe Down TBC 

September 
Early 2nd 

 IPMS Farnborough TBC 
Late 16th 

October 
Early 7th 

 
Southwest Model Show 
(Bovington) 

17th / 18th 
Late 21st 

November 

Early 4th 

 

Scale Model World 2020 7th / 8th 

Late 18th 
Middle Wallop Show TBC 

Bugle Call TBC 

December 
Early 2nd  

 
Late 16th  

Next Meeting: Wednesday December  18th             (8pm to 10pm)  
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CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Paul Adams 
Show Secretary  Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208 email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Richard Stewart 

Nigel Robins 
Dave Pogson 
Mark Husband

FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 

 

  

BACK ISSUES 

For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey 
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at 
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine 

    

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2019 
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